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Deep Living
WITH THE ENNEAGRAM

Recovering Your True Nature

Roxanne Howe-Murphy, EdD
Revised and Updated

PRODUCT SPECS

        Inspiration and Personal Growth / 
        Spiritual / Personality

        Enneagram Press, Santa Fe, NM

  FOR RIGHTS, CONTACT:
Yorwerth Associates Literary Agents
Nigel J. Yorwerth
Email: nigel@publishingcoaches.com

■
    “Let this master 

coach be     your guide!” 

—Larry Dossey, MD

   New York Times bestselling

author of One Mind and

Healing Words

With compassion, wisdom, and practical insight, Dr.
Roxanne Howe-Murphy helps us cultivate our innate
capacities for wholeness, leading to an intimate, trans-
formed relationship with ourselves, and others. In Deep
Living with the Enneagram, you’ll find:

■ A radically compassionate and spacious approach to
recognizing the roots of inner struggle

■ How your Enneagram type’s personality patterns
present specific obstacles to real presence

■ Your unique pathways for liberating yourself from
inner confines—one size does not fit all

■ Ways to cultivate a strong core foundation and your
innate capacity for wholeness

■ The connection of your personal well-being to global
well-being

■ Full acceptance of both your human nature and the
eternal, divine spark within

A must-have book for healing the roots of struggle.

KEY FACTS
■ #1 International Best Seller in English language

in US, Italy, UK, Australia, Spain, Japan, France,
Brazil, Canada, Germany, and the Netherlands

■ Winner, 2020 National Indie Excellence Awards –
Personal Growth category

■ Winner, 2020 Southwest Book Design & Produc-
tion Awards – Mind/Body/Spirit category

■ 2021 Benjamin Franklin Silver Award from
Independent Book Publisher’s Association,
Body/Mind/Spirit category



RAVE REVIEWS 

Howe-Murphy has developed a fresh, thorough conception of the relationship between personality
and the true self as illustrated through what she calls the ‘ancient and profound wisdom’ of the
Enneagram. 

—BookLife, January 2020

Deep Living is profound transformational inner-directed therapy. . .  

—Nancy Lorraine, Midwest Book Review

One of the greatest discoveries of the past two centuries is that the human personality is not fixed,
but is flexible, changeable, and malleable. . . let this master coach be your guide.

—Larry Dossey, MD, author 
ONE MIND:  How Our Individual Mind Is Part of a Greater Consciousness and Why It Matters

This is a book that makes possible deeper intimacy with your self by bringing together the practical
and the profound.

—Don Richard Riso & Russ Hudson, coauthors
The Wisdom of the Enneagram (Bantam) and Personality Types: Using the Enneagram for Self-Discovery

Deep Living is food for the heart, balm for the soul, and light for the spirit.

—Christina Donnell, PhD, author, Transcendent Dreaming: Stepping Into Our Human Potential 

Learn how to be true to yourself without getting trapped in your personality. That is when freedom
and deep living really begin. There is great wisdom here!

—Christiane Northrup, MD, New York Times best-selling author 
Goddesses Never Age, The Wisdom of Menopause, and Women’s Bodies, Women’s Wisdom

The malaise of our time is shallow-mindedness, superficiality, and abbreviated awareness. Deep 
Living offers a compelling antidote.

—Michael J. Gelb, author, How to Think Like Leonardo da Vinci

Soul excavation is hard work—but the Enneagram is a powerful tool and Roxanne Howe-Murphy is a
very able guide to this process. This book challenges the reader to move to new levels of self-
awareness and healing, providing concrete steps and real help for true transformation.

—Suzanne Buckley, editor, Sacred Is the Call—
The Transformational Work of Spiritual Direction Programs for Personal and Professional Growth

In Deep Living, Roxanne provides one of THE most accessible (simple and understandable) descriptions
of the spiritual journey yet published. She has made understandable and simple what generally defies
language—the experience of the soul. 

—Lynda Roberts, former board president, International Enneagram Association



Deep Coaching
Using the Enneagram

as a Catalyst for Profound Change
Roxanne Howe-Murphy, EdD

PRODUCT SPECS
Medical General / Psychology
Enneagram Press, Santa Fe, NM

KEY FACTS
■ Frequently in top-tier rankings

in the medical category field

■ Used as a textbook in leadership,
organizational development,
health fields, coaching and
psychology curricula

■ Offers a potent, presence-based
approach to real transformation

■ A trusted resource book for pro-
fessionals and individual users

FOR RIGHTS, CONTACT:
Nigel J. Yorwerth 
Yorwerth Associates 
Email: nigel@publishingcoaches.com

This groundbreaking and classic book, Deep Coaching, by
celebrated author and Enneagram coaching pioneer, Roxanne
Howe-Murphy, EdD, makes the profound teachings of the
Enneagram practical. Coaching has assumed an important
role in many professions. Coaches, health practitioners,
organizational consultants, spiritual directors and other
human development specialists find specific processes, tools
and strategies to empower and support the transformation
of their clients. 

Deep Coaching takes professionals beyond identifying nine
dominant personality traits and patterns in their clients to
help them stimulate real transformation as they unhook
from the beliefs, behaviors, and thoughts that are no longer
useful.  

Human development professionals can now make a
deeper impact in the lives of their clients by helping them:

■ Move toward fuller psychological, emotional and
spiritual maturity

■ Find inner peace by reducing inner struggle

■ Become more fulfilled in their lives and relationships

FROM THE FOREWORD
by Don Richard Riso and Russ Hudson, 

Enneagram pioneers and authors of 

Personality Types and The Wisdom of the Enneagram

Real coaching involves radical openness, acceptance

of the other where they are (that is, without our

personal agenda), deep listening, the ability to

make a direct and on-going connection with the

person, honesty and frankness . . . profound humility,

humor and an honoring of limits and boundaries.

A book on coaching needs to take account of all

these qualities—and more. This book does!



RAVE REVIEWS 

This book is a must read for both novice and experienced professional coaches, and anyone
interested in the coaching process. Roxanne’s insight into Deep Coaching and how the Enneagram
personality system can be used as a critical coaching tool to support life shifts transformations is
invaluable! Her loving and supportive presence comes through on these pages.

—Suzanne Glazer, director
Executive coaching and community values liaison, Harvard Business School

Dr. Howe-Murphy equips her readers with deeply intelligent, invigoratingly accessible tools for the
coaching professional. Her book delivers high-impact, creative Enneagram coaching applications
that reverberate with generations of the highest of Enneagram thought. It is a recommended
training text to all of our coaches at the Center for Relationship.

—Ronna Phifer-Ritchie, PhD
Vice president, The Center for Relationship/Silicon Valley

Executive director Enneagrowth

A wonderful and well-crafted book for coaches (and everyone else who works with helping people
grow and change). . . Don’t miss this outstanding book!

—Belinda Gore, PhD
Former director, The Enneagram Institute of Ohio

Deep Coaching gives coaches a powerful tool to support their clients on their path to personal mastery
and success, however that may be defined. Understanding the Enneagram gives clients greater access
to their unique approach, talents, and gifts, which they often can’t see without such a robust approach.

—Ann Roulac, coach, prosperity catalyst 
Author, Power, Passion & Purpose: 7 Steps to Energizing Your Life

Dr. Roxanne Howe-Murphy’s depth of understanding and ability to communicate the teachings of
the Enneagram are unsurpassed. Her book is a comprehensive hands-on tool for coaches that will
inform and guide their work with clients as well as deepen their own self-knowledge and personal
development.

—Barbara Mark, PhD
Executive coach and president, Full Circle Institute

I have read your book several times as it has such a wealth of information; it feels like a coaching bible.

—Lydia Mattison CPC, Trinidad
www.empoweringspace.com



 

REWIRED: A Bold New 
Approach to Addiction and 
Recovery by Erica Spiegelman 
 

ISBN: 978-1-57826-565-7 * Trade Paperback * 6 x 9 * 144 pages  

Also available as an E-Book and Audio Book. 

Published by Hatherleigh Press, Ltd.  

Distributed by Penguin Random House. 

Paperback LTD Sales: 28K 

E-Book LTD Sales: 7.5K * Audio Book LTD Sales: 4.5K 

 

“There are few people who truly understand the disease of addiction and 
the attainability of recovery as well as Erica Spiegelman. Rewired is a must 

read for anyone seeking the essential internal tools to make recovery a 
reality.” —Robert L. Shapiro, Attorney and Chairman, The Brent Shapiro 

Foundation for Alcohol and Drug Awareness 

* 

Just as addiction affects every part of one’s life, so too must its treatment. Rewired presents a breakthrough approach to 

fighting addiction and self-damaging behavior—by addressing the whole self.  Author and addictions expert Erica 

Spiegelman demonstrates that by helping to build a healthy space to support one's own recovery, one can rewrite the 

negative behaviors that result in addiction. Rewired describes a holistic approach, helping to create a personalized 

treatment plan that is right for each person and usable in conjunction with or in place of 12-step programs.  

* 

Erica Spiegelman is an author, recovery and wellness specialist, and motivational speaker who works 

with individuals, couples, and families on personal growth and overall wellness. Erica is a California 

State Certified Drug and Alcohol Counselor (CADAC)-II from UCLA. A regular contributor to online 

health outlets, TV news shows, and host of Rewired Radio on RadioMD, Erica also writes for Maria 

Shriver. Learn more about Erica by visiting her website ericaspiegelman.com. 

Also by Erica Spiegelman 
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BUTTON POETRY NEW & BEST-SELLING TITLES
Never Catch Me
By Darius Simpson

Darius Simpson’s debut collection Never Catch Me is the anthem
necessary to organize a community that is committed to a better
right now–one that can only be achieved with an intensity and action
that goes far beyond the page.

Paperback | 5.5 x 8.5 | 120 pages | On Sale: October 25, 2022
ISBN: 978-1-63834-048-5 | $18.00

SWEET, YOUNG, & WORRIED
By Blythe Baird

Following her widely successful debut, Blythe Baird wastes no time as
she reels in her reader with breathtaking imagery and punching
narratives. With expert precision and vulnerability, Baird guides us on
an expedition embracing queerness, love, loss, mental health,
feminism & healing along the way.

Paperback | 5.5 x 8.5 | 120 pages | On Sale: November 29, 2022
ISBN: 978-1-63834-049-2 | $18.00

Urbanshee
By Siaara Freeman

Urbanshee is Siaara Freeman's debut retelling of fairy tales and
mythological stories through a modern and urban lens. Expertly
combining humor, fantasy, and raw emotion to create this astonishing
reinvention of classic fables. Freeman's poems are ventrously unique
and are sure to enchant anyone who reads them.

Paperback | 5.5 x 8.5 | 168 pages | On Sale: December 06, 2022
ISBN: 978-1-63834-025-6 | $18.00

  For foreign and translation rights, please contact Yorwerth Associates Literary Agents
Nigel J. Yorwerth | Email: nigel@publishingcoaches.com



BUTTON POETRY NEW & BEST-SELLING TITLES

Composition
By Junious ‘Jay’ Ward

In his debut full length collection, Junious ‘Jay’ Ward dives deep
into the formation of self. Utilizing a variety of poetic forms, Ward
showcases to his readers an innovative approach as he
unflinchingly explores the way language, generational trauma,
loss, and resilience shape us into who we are, the stories we
carry, and what we will inevitably pass on.

Paperback | 8 x 8 | 136 pages | On Sale: February 07, 2023
ISBN: 978-1-63834-047-8 | $21.00

Our Numbered Days
By Neil Hilborn

In 2013, Neil Hilborn’s performance of his poem “OCD” went viral. To 
date, it has been watched over 100 million times. Our Numbered Days 
is Neil’s debut full-length poetry collection, containing 45 of Neil’s 
poems including “OCD”, “Joey”, “Future Tense”, “Liminality”, “Moving 
Day”, and many, many more.

Paperback | 5.5 x 8.5 | 72 pages | Released: April 01, 2015
ISBN: 978-0-989-641-56-2 | $16.00 | Copies Sold: 100,000+

Helium
By Rudy Francisco

Helium is the debut poetry collection by internet phenom Rudy 
Francisco, whose work has defined poetry for a generation of new 
readers. Rudy’s poems and quotes have been viewed and shared 
millions of times as he has traveled the country and the world 
performing for sell-out crowds. Ultimately, Rudy’s work rises above the 
chaos to offer a fresh and positive perspective of shared humanity and 
beauty.

Paperback | 5.5 x 8.5 | 112 pages | Released: November 28, 2017
ISBN: 978-1-943735-19-8 | $16.00 | Copies Sold: 90,000+

  For foreign and translation rights, please contact Yorwerth Associates Literary Agents
Nigel J. Yorwerth | Email: nigel@publishingcoaches.com



BUTTON POETRY NEW & BEST-SELLING TITLES

Lord of the Butterflies
By Andrea Gibson

Andrea Gibson’s fifth collection is a masterful showcase from the poet 
whose writing and performances have captured the hearts of millions. 
With artful and nuanced looks at gender, romance, loss, and family, 
Lord of the Butterflies is a new peak in Gibson’s career. Each emotion 
here is deft and delicate, resting inside of imagery heavy enough to 
sink the heart, while giving the body wings to soar.

Paperback | 5.5 x 8.5 | 104 pages | Released: November 27, 2018
ISBN: 978-1-943735-42-6 | $16.00 | Copies Sold: 30,000+

You Better Be Lightning
By Andrea Gibson

One of the most celebrated poets and performers of the last two 
decades, Andrea Gibson's trademark honesty and vulnerability are on 
full display in their seventh collection, You Better Be Lightning, 
welcoming and inviting readers to be just as they are.

Paperback | 5.5 x 8.5 | 136 pages | Released: November 09, 2021
ISBN: 978-1-943735-99-0 | $18.00 | Copies Sold: 25,000+

I’ll Fly Away
By Rudy Francisco

In his stunningly intimate, highly anticipated follow up to Helium, 
Rudy Francisco uses his own invented lexicon as the palette to paint 
an intimate portrait of Black life in America — With fascinating 
metaphors to convey common emotional states, these poems are an 
act of remembrance, and an act of believing that you, dear reader, are 
a celebration waiting for the lights to come up.

Paperback | 5.5 x 8.5 | 144 pages | Released: December 08, 2020 
ISBN: 978-1-943735-69-3 | $16.00 | Copies Sold: 20,000+

  For foreign and translation rights, please contact Yorwerth Associates Literary Agents
Nigel J. Yorwerth | Email: nigel@publishingcoaches.com
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